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[DESCRIPTION!

[Invention Title I

METHOD FOR CONFIGURING TRANSMISSION TIME INTERVAL BUNDLING AT A

USER EQUIPMENT WITH MULTIPLE CARRIERS AND DEVICE THEREFOR

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a wireless communication system and, more

particularly, to a method for configuring TTI bundling at a UE with multiple carriers and a

device therefor.

[Background Art]

[0002] As an example of a mobile communication system to which the present inven

tion is applicable, a 3rd Generation Partnership Project Long Term Evolution (hereinafter, re¬

ferred to as LTE) communication system is described in brief.

[0003] FIG. 1 is a view schematically illustrating a network structure of an E-UMTS

as an exemplary radio communication system. An Evolved Universal Mobile Telecommuni-

cations System (E-UMTS) is an advanced version of a conventional Universal Mobile Tele¬

communications System (UMTS) and basic standardization thereof is currently underway in

the 3GPP. E-UMTS may be generally referred to as a Long Term Evolution (LTE) system.

For details of the technical specifications of the UMTS and E-UMTS, reference can be made

to Release 7 and Release 8 of "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification

Group Radio Access Network".

[0004] Referring to FIG. 1, the E-UMTS includes a User Equipment (UE), eNode Bs

(eNBs), and an Access Gateway (AG) which is located at an end of the network (E-UTRAN)

and connected to an external network. The eNBs may simultaneously transmit multiple data

streams for a broadcast service, a multicast service, and/or a unicast service.

[0005] One or more cells may exist per eNB. The cell is set to operate in one of

bandwidths such as 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, and 20 MHz and provides a downlink (DL) or uplink



(UL) transmission service to a plurality of UEs in the bandwidth. Different cells may be set to

provide different bandwidths. The eNB controls data transmission or reception to and from a

plurality of UEs. The eNB transmits DL scheduling information of DL data to a correspond¬

ing UE so as to inform the UE of a time/frequency domain in which the DL data is supposed

to be transmitted, coding, a data size, and hybrid automatic repeat and request (HARQ)-related

information. In addition, the eNB transmits UL scheduling information of UL data to a corre¬

sponding UE so as to inform the UE of a time/frequency domain which may be used by the

UE, coding, a data size, and HARQ-related information. An interface for transmitting user

traffic or control traffic may be used between eNBs. A core network (CN) may include the

AG and a network node or the like for user registration of UEs. The AG manages the mobility

of a UE on a tracking area (TA) basis. One TA includes a plurality of cells.

[0006] Although wireless communication technology has been developed to LTE

based on wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA), the demands and expectations

of users and service providers are on the rise. In addition, considering other radio access tech-

nologies under development, new technological evolution is required to secure high competi

tiveness in the future. Decrease in cost per bit, increase in service availability, flexible use of

frequency bands, a simplified structure, an open interface, appropriate power consumption of

UEs, and the like are required.

[Disclosure]

[Technical Problem]

[0007] An object of the present invention devised to solve the problem lies in a method

and device for configuring TTI bundling with multiple carriers. The technical problems

solved by the present invention are not limited to the above technical problems and those

skilled in the art may understand other technical problems from the following description.

[Technical Solution]



[0008] The object of the present invention can be achieved by providing a method for

a User Equipment (UE) operating in a wireless communication system, the method compris¬

ing: configuring a first cell with configured uplink belonging to a first base station (BS),

wherein the first cell is configured with TTI (Transmission Time Interval) bundling enabled;

receiving a message for configuring a second cell with configured uplink belonging to a se¬

cond BS; and configuring the second cell in accordance with the message, keeping using TTI

bundling for the first cell, if the first BS and the second BS are different.

[0009] In another aspect of the present invention, provided herein is a UE (User

Equipment) for performing random access procedure in a wireless communication system, the

UE comprising: an RF (Radio Frequency) module; and a processor configured to control the

RF module, wherein the processor is configured to configure a first cell with configured up¬

link belonging to a first base station (BS), wherein the first cell is configured with TTI

(Transmission Time Interval) bundling enabled, to receive a message for configuring a second

cell with configured uplink belonging to a second BS, and to configure the second cell in ac-

cordance with the message, keeping using TTI bundling for the first cell, if the first BS and the

second BS are different.

[0010] Meanwhile, In another aspect of the present invention, provided herein is a

method for a User Equipment (UE) operating in a wireless communication system, the method

comprising: configuring a first cell with configured uplink belonging to a first base station

(BS) and a second cell with configured uplink belonging to a second BS; receiving a message

for configuring TTI(Transmission Time Interval) bundling for the first cell; and configuring

the TTI bundling for the first cell in accordance with the message, if the first BS and the se

cond BS are different.

[0011] In another aspect of the present invention, provided herein is a UE (User

Equipment) for performing random access procedure in a wireless communication system, the

UE comprising: an RF (Radio Frequency) module; and a processor configured to control the



RF module, wherein the processor is configured to configure a first cell with configured up

link belonging to a first base station (BS) and a second cell with configured uplink belonging

to a second BS, to receiving a message for configuring TTI (Transmission Time Interval) bun

dling for the first cell, and to configure the TTI bundling for the first cell in accordance with

the message, if the first BS and the second BS are different.

[0012] Preferably, the method further comprises: initiating a connection re-

establishment procedure if the first BS and the second BS are same; and informing the first BS

of configuration failure for the second cell regarding the message.

[0013] Preferably, the method further comprises: configuring the second cell in ac-

cordance with the message, if the first BS and the second BS are same, releasing configuration

of the TTI bundling for the first cell; and informing the first BS of disabling the TTI bundling

for the first cell.

[0014] Preferably, the message comprises a cell identifier and a BS identifier that indi¬

cates to which BS the cell is belonging.

[0015] It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description and the fol¬

lowing detailed description of the present invention are exemplary and explanatory and are

intended to provide further explanation of the invention as claimed.

[Advantageous Effects]

[0016] According to the present invention, TTI bundling configuration can be effi-

ciently transmitted in a multiple carrier aggregation system. It will be appreciated by persons

skilled in the art that that the effects achieved by the present invention are not limited to what

has been particularly described hereinabove and other advantages of the present invention will

be more clearly understood from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with

the accompanying drawings.

[Description of Drawings ]



[0017] The accompanying drawings, which are included to provide a further under¬

standing of the invention and are incorporated in and constitute a part of this application, illus

trate embodiment(s) of the invention and together with the description serve to explain the

principle of the invention.

[0018] FIG. 1 is a diagram showing a network structure of an Evolved Universal M o

bile Telecommunications System (E-UMTS) as an example of a wireless communication sys

tem;

[0019] FIG. 2A is a block diagram illustrating network structure of an evolved univer¬

sal mobile telecommunication system (E-UMTS), and FIG. 2B is a block diagram depicting

architecture of a typical E-UTRAN and a typical EPC;

[0020] FIG. 3 is a diagram showing a control plane and a user plane of a radio inter¬

face protocol between a UE and an E-UTRAN based on a 3rd generation partnership project

(3GPP) radio access network standard;

[0021] FIG. 4 is a diagram of an example physical channel structure used in an E-

UMTS system;

[0022] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a communication apparatus according to an em¬

bodiment of the present invention;

[0023] FIG. 6 is a conceptual diagram illustrating an exemplary synchronous non-

adaptive UL HARQ operation;

[0024] FIG. 7 is a diagram for TTI bundling in HARQ operation;

[0025] FIG. 8 is a diagram for carrier aggregation;

[0026] FIG. 9 is a diagram for RRC connection reconfiguration operation;

[0027] FIG. 10 is a conceptual diagram for dual connectivity between a Master Cell

Group (MCS) and a Secondary Cell Group (SCG);



[0028] FIG. 11a is a conceptual diagram for C-Plane connectivity of base stations in

volved in dual connectivity, and FIG. 1l b is a conceptual diagram for U-Plane connectivity of

base stations involved in dual connectivity;

[0029] FIG. 12 is a conceptual diagram for radio protocol architecture for dual connec-

tivity;

[0030] FIG. 13 and 14 are conceptual diagrams for configuring TTI bundling at a UE

with multiple carriers according to embodiments of the present invention.

[Best Mode]

[0031] Universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS) is a 3rd Generation (3G)

asynchronous mobile communication system operating in wideband code division multiple

access (WCDMA) based on European systems, global system for mobile communications

(GSM) and general packet radio services (GPRS). The long-term evolution (LTE) of UMTS

is under discussion by the 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) that standardized UMTS.

[0032] The 3GPP LTE is a technology for enabling high-speed packet communications.

Many schemes have been proposed for the LTE objective including those that aim to reduce

user and provider costs, improve service quality, and expand and improve coverage and sys

tem capacity. The 3G LTE requires reduced cost per bit, increased service availability, flexi

ble use of a frequency band, a simple structure, an open interface, and adequate power con

sumption of a terminal as an upper-level requirement.

[0033] Hereinafter, structures, operations, and other features of the present invention

will be readily understood from the embodiments of the present invention, examples of which

are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Embodiments described later are examples in

which technical features of the present invention are applied to a 3GPP system.

[0034] Although the embodiments of the present invention are described using a long

term evolution (LTE) system and a LTE-advanced (LTE-A) system in the present specifica¬

tion, they are purely exemplary. Therefore, the embodiments of the present invention are ap-



plicable to any other communication system corresponding to the above definition. In addi

tion, although the embodiments of the present invention are described based on a frequency

division duplex (FDD) scheme in the present specification, the embodiments of the present

invention may be easily modified and applied to a half-duplex FDD (H-FDD) scheme or a

time division duplex (TDD) scheme.

[00351 F . 2A is a block diagram illustrating network structure of an evolved univer¬

sal mobile telecommunication system (E-UMTS). The E-UMTS may be also referred to as an

LTE system. The communication network is widely deployed to provide a variety of commu¬

nication services such as voice (VoIP) through IMS and packet data.

[0036] As illustrated in FIG. A, the E-UMTS network includes an evolved UMTS

terrestrial radio access network (E-UTRAN), an Evolved Packet Core (EPC) and one or more

user equipment. The E-UTRAN may include one or more evolved NodeB (eNodeB) 20, and a

plurality of user equipment (UE) 10 may be located in one cell. One or more E-UTRAN mo¬

bility management entity (MME)/system architecture evolution (SAE) gateways 30 may be

positioned at the end of the network and connected to an external network.

[0037] As used herein, "downlink" refers to communication from eNodeB 20 to UE 10,

and "uplink" refers to communication from the UE to an eNodeB. UE 10 refers to communi¬

cation equipment carried by a user and may be also referred to as a mobile station (MS), a user

terminal (UT), a subscriber station (SS) or a wireless device.

[0038] FIG. 2B is a block diagram depicting architecture of a typical E-UTRAN and a

typical EPC.

[0039] As illustrated in FIG. 2B, an eNodeB 20 provides end points of a user plane

and a control plane to the UE 10. MME/SAE gateway 30 provides an end point of a session

and mobility management function for UE 10. The eNodeB and MME/SAE gateway may be

connected via an S interface.



[0040] The eNodeB 20 is generally a fixed station that communicates with a UE 10,

and may also be referred to as a base station (BS) or an access point. One eNodeB 20 may be

deployed per cell. An interface for transmitting user traffic or control traffic may be used be¬

tween eNodeBs 20.

[0041] The MME provides various functions including NAS signaling to eNodeBs 20,

NAS signaling security, AS Security control, Inter CN node signaling for mobility between

3GPP access networks, Idle mode UE Reachability (including control and execution of paging

retransmission), Tracking Area list management (for UE in idle and active mode), PDN GW

and Serving GW selection, MME selection for handovers with MME change, SGSN selection

for handovers to 2G or 3G 3GPP access networks, Roaming, Authentication, Bearer manage

ment functions including dedicated bearer establishment, Support for PWS (which includes

ETWS and CMAS) message transmission. The SAE gateway host provides assorted functions

including Per-user based packet filtering (by e.g. deep packet inspection), Lawful Interception,

UE IP address allocation, Transport level packet marking in the downlink, UL and DL service

level charging, gating and rate enforcement, DL rate enforcement based on APN-AMBR. For

clarity MME/SAE gateway 30 will be referred to herein simply as a "gateway," but it is un¬

derstood that this entity includes both an MME and an SAE gateway.

[0042] A plurality of nodes may be connected between eNodeB 20 and gateway 30 via

the SI interface. The eNodeBs 20 may be connected to each other via an X2 interface and

neighboring eNodeBs may have a meshed network structure that has the X2 interface.

[0043] As illustrated, eNodeB 20 may perform functions of selection for gateway 30,

routing toward the gateway during a Radio Resource Control (RRC) activation, scheduling

and transmitting of paging messages, scheduling and transmitting of Broadcast Channel

(BCCH) information, dynamic allocation of resources to UEs 10 in both uplink and downlink,

configuration and provisioning of eNodeB measurements, radio bearer control, radio admis

sion control (RAC), and connection mobility control in LTE ACTIVE state. In the EPC, and



as noted above, gateway 30 may perform functions of paging origination, LTE-IDLE state

management, ciphering of the user plane, System Architecture Evolution (SAE) bearer control,

and ciphering and integrity protection of Non-Access Stratum (NAS) signaling.

[00441 The EPC includes a mobility management entity (MME), a serving-gateway

(S-GW), and a packet data network-gateway (PDN-GW). The MME has information about

connections and capabilities of UEs, mainly for use in managing the mobility of the UEs. The

S-GW is a gateway having the E-UTRAN as an end point, and the PDN-GW is a gateway hav¬

ing a packet data network (PDN) as an end point.

[0045] FIG. 3 is a diagram showing a control plane and a user plane of a radio inter-

face protocol between a UE and an E-UTRAN based on a 3GPP radio access network standard.

The control plane refers to a path used for transmitting control messages used for managing a

call between the UE and the E-UTRAN. The user plane refers to a path used for transmitting

data generated in an application layer, e.g., voice data or Internet packet data.

[0046] A physical (PHY) layer of a first layer provides an information transfer service

to a higher layer using a physical channel. The PHY layer is connected to a medium access

control (MAC) layer located on the higher layer via a transport channel. Data is transported

between the MAC layer and the PHY layer via the transport channel. Data is transported be¬

tween a physical layer of a transmitting side and a physical layer of a receiving side via physi

cal channels. The physical channels use time and frequency as radio resources. In detail, the

physical channel is modulated using an orthogonal frequency division multiple access

(OFDMA) scheme in downlink and is modulated using a single carrier frequency division

multiple access (SC-FDMA) scheme in uplink.

[0047] The MAC layer of a second layer provides a service to a radio link control

(RLC) layer of a higher layer via a logical channel. The RLC layer of the second layer sup-

ports reliable data transmission. A function of the RLC layer may be implemented by a func¬

tional block of the MAC layer. A packet data convergence protocol (PDCP) layer of the se-



cond layer performs a header compression function to reduce unnecessary control information

for efficient transmission of an Internet protocol (IP) packet such as an IP version 4 (IPv4)

packet or an IP version 6 (IPv6) packet in a radio interface having a relatively small bandwidth.

[0048} A radio resource control (RRC) layer located at the bottom of a third layer is

defined only in the control plane. The RRC layer controls logical channels, transport channels,

and physical channels in relation to configuration, re-configuration, and release of radio bear¬

ers (RBs). An RB refers to a service that the second layer provides for data transmission be¬

tween the UE and the E-UTRAN. To this end, the RRC layer of the UE and the RRC layer of

the E-UTRAN exchange RRC messages with each other.

[0049] One cell of the eNB is set to operate in one of bandwidths such as 1.25, 2.5, 5,

10, 15, and 20 MHz and provides a downlink or uplink transmission service to a plurality of

UEs in the bandwidth. Different cells may be set to provide different bandwidths.

[0050] Downlink transport channels for transmission of data from the E-UTRAN to

the UE include a broadcast channel (BCH) for transmission of system information, a paging

channel (PCH) for transmission of paging messages, and a downlink shared channel (SCH) for

transmission of user traffic or control messages. Traffic or control messages of a downlink

multicast or broadcast service may be transmitted through the downlink SCH and may also be

transmitted through a separate downlink multicast channel (MCH).

[0051] Uplink transport channels for transmission of data from the UE to the E-

UTRAN include a random access channel (RACH) for transmission of initial control messages

and an uplink SCH for transmission of user traffic or control messages. Logical channels that

are defined above the transport channels and mapped to the transport channels include a

broadcast control channel (BCCH), a paging control channel (PCCH), a common control

channel (CCCH), a multicast control channel (MCCH), and a multicast traffic channel

(MTCH).



[0052] FIG. 4 is a view showing an example of a physical channel structure used in an

E-UMTS system. A physical channel includes several subframes on a time axis and several

subcarriers on a frequency axis. Here, one subframe includes a plurality of symbols on the

time axis. One subframe includes a plurality of resource blocks and one resource block in-

eludes a plurality of symbols and a plurality of subcarriers. In addition, each subframe may

use certain subcarriers of certain symbols (e.g., a first symbol) of a subframe for a physical

downlink control channel (PDCCH), that is, an L1/L2 control channel. In FIG. 4, an L1/L2

control information transmission area (PDCCH) and a data area (PDSCH) are shown. In one

embodiment, a radio frame of 10 s is used and one radio frame includes 10 subframes. In

addition, one subframe includes two consecutive slots. The length of one slot may be 0.5 ms.

In addition, one subframe includes a plurality of OFDM symbols and a portion (e.g., a first

symbol) of the plurality of OFDM symbols may be used for transmitting the L1/L2 control

information. A transmission time interval (TTI) which is a unit time for transmitting data is 1

ms.

[0053] A base station and a UE mostly transmit/receive data via a PDSCH, which is a

physical channel, using a DL-SCH which is a transmission channel, except a certain control

signal or certain service data. Information indicating to which UE (one or a plurality of UEs)

PDSCH data is transmitted and how the UE receive and decode PDSCH data is transmitted in

a state of being included in the PDCCH.

[0054] For example, in one embodiment, a certain PDCCH is CRC-masked with a ra

dio network temporary identity (RNTI) "A" and information about data is transmitted using a

radio resource "B" (e.g., a frequency location) and transmission format information "C" (e.g.,

a transmission block size, modulation, coding information or the like) via a certain subframe.

Then, one or more UEs located in a cell monitor the PDCCH using its RNTI information.

And, a specific UE with RNTI "A" reads the PDCCH and then receive the PDSCH indicated

by B and C in the PDCCH information.



[0055] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a communication apparatus according to an em¬

bodiment of the present invention.

[0056] The apparatus shown in FIG. 5 can be a user equipment (UE) and/or eNB

adapted to perform the above mechanism, but it can be any apparatus for performing the same

operation.

[0057] As shown in FIG. 5, the apparatus may comprises a DSP/microprocessor ( 10)

and RF module (transmiceiver; 135). The DSP/microprocessor ( 110) is electrically connected

with the transciver (135) and controls it. The apparatus may further include power manage¬

ment module (105), battery (155), display ( 1 15), keypad (120), SIM card (125), memory de-

vice (130), speaker (145) and input device (150), based on its implementation and designer's

choice.

[0058] Specifically, FIG. 5 may represent a UE comprising a receiver (135) configured

to receive a request message from a network, and a transmitter (135) configured to transmit

the transmission or reception timing information to the network. These receiver and the

transmitter can constitute the transceiver (135). The UE further comprises a processor ( 110)

connected to the transceiver (135: receiver and transmitter).

[0059] Also, FIG. 5 may represent a network apparatus comprising a transmitter (135)

configured to transmit a request message to a UE and a receiver (135) configured to receive

the transmission or reception timing information from the UE. These transmitter and receiver

may constitute the transceiver (135). The network further comprises a processor ( 110) con

nected to the transmitter and the receiver. This processor ( 110) may be configured to calculate

latency based on the transmission or reception timing information.

[0060] FIG. 6 is a conceptual diagram illustrating an exemplary synchronous non-

adaptive UL HARQ operation;

[0061] Referring to FIG. 6, a user equipment (UE) has a plurality of HARQ processes,

and the HARQ processes may operate in a synchronous manner. That is, each HARQ process



may be allocated to each TTI in a synchronous manner. For example, the LTE system as¬

sumes that the UE has 8 HARQ processes. As a result, HARQ process # 1 may be allocated to

the first TTI, HARQ process #2 may be allocated to the second TTI, .... HARQ process #8

may be allocated to the 8th TTI, HARQ process # 1 may be allocated to a 9th TTI, and HARQ

process #2 may be allocated to the 10th TTI. For example, if a PDCCH including a UL grant

is detected at a specific TTI, the HARQ entity can identify the HARQ process in which data

transmission should be carried out, and can transfer UL grant information to the identified

HARQ process. For example, as can be seen from FIG. 6, if the HARQ process associated

with Subframe #7 of a radio frame (i-1) having received the UL grant is set to 1, UL data may

be transmitted at HARQ process # 1 at Subframe # 1 of the radio frame (i) and may be retrans¬

mitted at HARQ process # 1 at Subframe #9 of the radio frame (i) after lapse of 8 subframes.

In a synchronous HARQ operation, if the HARQ process associated with one TTI is identified,

it can be recognized that the same HARQ process is associated at the corresponding TTI

(TTI+8). If a certain HARQ process is associated with one TTI during the synchronous

HARQ operation unless otherwise mentioned, it is assumed that the same HARQ process is

associated with the 8th, 16th, and 24th TTIs after lapse of the corresponding TTI.

[0062] In step S601, the BS (or eNB) may transmit a UL grant to the UE, such that the

UE may flush a Tx buffer and store new UL data in the Tx buffer. In step S603, the UE may

transmit UL data to the BS (or eNB) at HARQ process # 1 on the basis of resources and MCS

information in response to the UL grant received at step S601. In this example, it is assumed

that UL data received by the BS (or eNB) fails in decoding, such that the BS (or eNB) may

transmit the NACK message in response to UL data in step S605. Upon receiving the NACK

message from the BS (or eNB), the UE may retransmit the previously transmitted UL data in

step S607. In this case, retransmission may be carried out at HARQ process # 1 in which UL

data transmission has been carried out at step S603, and the retransmission may be carried out

at intervals of 8 msec. That is, a time point at which retransmission is carried out is not sepa-



rately designated, and the retransmission is carried out at intervals of a predetermined time,

such that this operation may correspond to a synchronous HARQ operation. In addition, the

UE having received the NACK message may apply resources, MCS level, etc. designated by

the previously received UL grant to retransmission without change, without receiving a sepa-

rated UL grant. That is, new scheduling information for retransmission is not given, and may

correspond to the non-adaptive HARQ operation. The BS having received the retransmitted

UL data combines the retransmitted UL data with the previously received data, and attempts to

decode the combined result. In this example, it is assumed that the BS succeeds in reception

and decoding of UL data. In this case, the BS may transmit the ACK message to the UE in

step S609. Although FIG. 6 assumes a uplink (UL) situation in which the UE is a data trans¬

mitter, the BS is a data receiver, and the UE receives HARQ feedback information from the

UE for convenience of description and better understanding of the present invention, the

HARQ operation may be carried out even in the case in which the BS transmits DL data and

the UE feeds back ACK/NACK information.

[0063] The HARQ scheme may be classified into a synchronous scheme and an asyn¬

chronous scheme on the basis of a retransmission time. In accordance with the synchronous

HARQ scheme, if initial transmission failure occurs, subsequent retransmission may be car¬

ried out at a specific time decided by the system as the above FIG 6. On the contrary, accord

ing to the asynchronous HARQ scheme, information regarding the retransmission time may be

scheduled separately. Therefore, the retransmission time of the packet corresponding to the

NACK signal may be changed by various conditions such as a channel state, etc.

[0064] In LTE(-A) system, when the UE transmit UL data to the BS (in case of UL

HARQ process), the BS may transmit ACK/NACK signals at the certain time point and re¬

transmission is carried out at intervals of a predetermined time, such that this operation may

correspond to a synchronous HARQ operation. On the other hand, when the BS transmits DL



data to the UE (in case of DL HARQ process), the UE may transmit ACK/NACK signals

based on information included in the DCI indicating an asynchronous DL HARQ operation.

[0065] Regarding the formats of control information, control information transmitted

on a PDCCH is called DCI. The configuration of information carried in PDCCH payload may

be changed depending on DCI format. The PDCCH payload is information bits. Table 1 lists

DCI according to DCI formats.

[0066] [Table 1]

[0067] Referring to Table 1, the DCI formats include Format 0 for PUSCH scheduling,

Format 1 for single-codeword PDSCH scheduling, Format 1A for compact single-codeword

PDSCH scheduling, Format 1C for very compact DL-SCH scheduling, Format 2 for PDSCH

scheduling in a closed-loop spatial multiplexing mode, Format 2A for PDSCH scheduling in

an open-loop spatial multiplexing mode, and Format 3/3A for transmission of transmission



power control (TPC) commands for uplink channels. DCI Format A is available for PDSCH

scheduling irrespective of the transmission mode of a UE.

[0068] Especially, DCI format 1 used for the scheduling of one PDSCH includes the

following information. Table 2 lists the information included on the DCT format 1.

[0069] [Table 2]

[0070] Referring to Table 2, in case of a DL HARQ process, the DCI transmitted via

the format 1 explicitly indicates HARQ process number. In according to the asynchronous

HARQ scheme, the transmission of the ACK/NACK signal and the retransmission time of the

packet corresponding to the NACK signal may be configured by the information regarding to

the HARQ process number.

[0071] FIG. 7 is a diagram for TTI bundling in HARQ operation.

[0072] When a UE is in a bad coverage of a cell, the UE cannot increase the transmis¬

sion power as the UE is limited in power point of view. Thus, when the UE is near to the cell

edge and using a real time services such as VoIP, there should be a method to enhance the up-

link coverage.

[0073] One of methods for enhancing the uplink coverage is a TTI bundling in HARQ

operation. TTI Bundling is LTE feature to improve coverage at cell edge or in poor radio

conditions. UE has limited power in uplink (only 23dBm for LTE) which can result in many



re transmissions at cell edge (poor radio). Re-transmission means delay and control plan

overhead which may not be acceptable for certain services like VoIP. To understand TTI

bundling one need to have the basic idea of Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) and

Transmission Time interval (TTI).

[0074] HARQ process is already described as above mentioned, the TTI is LTE small

est unit of time in which eNB is capable of scheduling any user for uplink or downlink trans¬

mission. If a user is receiving downlink data, then during each 1ms, eNB will assign resources

and inform user where to look for its downlink data through PDCCH channel. Check the fo l

lowing figure to understand the concept of TTI

[0075] There is one HARQ entity at the UE for each Serving Cell with configured up¬

link, which maintains a number of parallel HARQ processes allowing transmissions to take

place continuously while waiting for the HARQ feedback on the successful or unsuccessful

reception of previous transmissions. When the physical layer is configured for uplink spatial

multiplexing, there are two HARQ processes associated with a given TTI. Otherwise there is

one HARQ process associated with a given TTI.

[0076] At a given TTI, if an uplink grant is indicated for the TTI, the HARQ entity

identifies the HARQ processes for which a transmission should take place. It also routes the

received HARQ feedback (ACK/NACK information), MCS and resource, relayed by the

physical layer, to the appropriate HARQ processes.

[0077] Regarding FIG. 7, when TTI bundling is configured, the parameter

TTI_BUNDLE_SIZE provides the number of TTIs of a TTI bundle. TTI bundling operation

relies on the HARQ entity for invoking the same HARQ process for each transmission that is

part of the same bundle. Within a bundle HARQ retransmissions are non-adaptive and trig

gered without waiting for feedback from previous transmissions according to

TTI BUNDLE SIZE (701). The HARQ feedback of a bundle is only received for the last



TTI of the bundle (i.e the TTI corresponding to TTI_BUNDLE_SIZE), regardless of whether

a transmission in that TTI takes place or not (e.g. when a measurement gap occurs) (S703).

[0078] The TTI bundling procedure is configured through an

RRCConnectionReconfiguration message.

[0079] The RRCConnectionReconfiguration message is the command to modify an

RRC connection. It may convey information for measurement configuration, mobility control,

radio resource configuration (including RBs, MAC main configuration and physical channel

configuration) including any associated dedicated NAS information and security configuration.

A signaling radio bearer for which the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message is transmitted

is SRB 1, a logical channel is DCCH and direction of which the

RRCConnectionReconfiguration message is transmitted E-UTRAN to UE.

[0080] The RRCConnectionReconfiguration message includes following information.

[0081] <RRCConnectionReconfiguration>
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[0082] Information of RadioResourceConfigDedicated is included in the

RRCConnectionReconfiguration message. The RadioResourceConfigDedicated is used to

setup/modify/release RBs, to modify the MAC main configuration, to modify the SPS config

uration and to modify dedicated physical configuration.

[0083] The RadioResourceConfigDedicated information includes following elements.

[0084] < RadioResourceConfigDedicated >



ad Re ourceConfigDedicated ·::= -» » SEQUENCE

- 3rb-IoAddModLi3C -* -* → -* → SR -ToAdd odLi OPTIONAL, ·-· → Con -HO-Conn*

→ drb-ToAddModList -* → → → DRB-ToAdd d i → → OPTIONAL, - Cond-HO-
toEUTRA ' j
-» drb-ToKeleaseLi3t: -» -» -♦ -» -» DRB-ToReleaseLisc -» -» -» OPTIONAL, → -» — eed ON*

mac-MainConfig!-* → - CHOICE

-» - -» explicitValue -» → → MAC-Ma inCori£ig,

→ → defaulcValue → → → → L

-» } -» → OPTIONAL, → - -* → → - → → Cond HO-
jtoEUTRA2«J

-· 3ps-Config - -» → SPS-Config --· → → OPTIONAL, Need-ONf

-» phy3icalConf igDedicated-* -» -» -» Phy3icalConfigDedicated-» -» OPTIONAL, → — -Nee -ON*'

→ f[-» rlf-Ti ersAndCons a 3- 9 -» - RLF-Timer3AndConscancs-r9 -» -» -♦ OPTIONAL → Need ON*'

- 11, *

I -» [[-» measSubframePatternPCell-tlO -♦ ea S bframePa ernPCe -rlO → -♦ OPTIONAL -· Need ON*

- ]]

OPTIONAL Need O N '

_ -omit-- - --— --

[0085] Above all, Information of mac-MainConfig is included in the

RadioResourceConfigDedicated information element. The mac-MainConfig is used to specify

the MAC main configuration for signalling and data radio bearers.

[0086] The mac-MainConfig information includes following elements.

[0087] < mac-MainConfig information >



[0088] In conclusion, Information of ttiBundling is included in the mac-MainConfig

information element. An indicating of 'Ture' indicates that TTI bundling is enabled. And an

indicating of 'FALSE' indicates that TTI bundling is disabled. TTI bundling can be enabled

for FDD and for TDD only for configurations 0, 1 and 6. For TDD, E-UTRAN does not sim¬

ultaneously enable TTI bundling and semi-persistent scheduling in this release of specification.

Furthermore, E-UTRAN does not simultaneously configure TTI bundling and SCells with

configured uplink.

[0089] FIG. 8 is a diagram for carrier aggregation.

[0090] Carrier aggregation technology for supporting multiple carriers is described

with reference to FIG. 8 as follows. As mentioned in the foregoing description, it may be able

to support system bandwidth up to maximum 100 MHz in a manner of bundling maximum 5

carriers (component carriers: CCs) of bandwidth unit (e.g., 20 MHz) defined in a legacy wire¬

less communication system (e.g., LTE system) by carrier aggregation. Component carriers

used for carrier aggregation may be equal to or different from each other in bandwidth size.

And, each of the component carriers may have a different frequency band (or center frequen-



cy). The component carriers may exist on contiguous frequency bands. Yet, component car¬

riers existing on non-contiguous frequency bands may be used for carrier aggregation as well.

In the carrier aggregation technology, bandwidth sizes of uplink and downlink may be allocat¬

ed symmetrically or asymmetrically.

[0091] Multiple carriers (component carriers) used for carrier aggregation may be cat

egorized into primary component carrier (PCC) and secondary component carrier (SCC). The

PCC may be called P-cell (primary cell) and the SCC may be called S-cell (secondary cell).

The primary component carrier is the carrier used by a base station to exchange traffic and

control signaling with a user equipment. In this case, the control signaling may include addi-

tion of component carrier, setting for primary component carrier, uplink (UL) grant, downlink

(DL) assignment and the like. Although a base station may be able to use a plurality of com

ponent carriers, a user equipment belonging to the corresponding base station may be set to

have one primary component carrier only. If a user equipment operates in a single carrier

mode, the primary component carrier is used. Hence, in order to be independently used, the

primary component carrier should be set to meet all requirements for the data and control sig¬

naling exchange between a base station and a user equipment.

[0092] Meanwhile, the secondary component carrier may include an additional com¬

ponent carrier that can be activated or deactivated in accordance with a required size of

transceived data. The secondary component carrier may be set to be used only in accordance

with a specific command and rule received from a base station. In order to support an addi

tional bandwidth, the secondary component carrier may be set to be used together with the

primary component carrier. Through an activated component carrier, such a control signal as

a UL grant, a DL assignment and the like can be received by a user equipment from a base sta

tion. Through an activated component carrier, such a control signal in UL as a channel quality

indicator (CQI), a precoding matrix index (PMI), a rank indicator (RI), a sounding reference

signal (SRS) and the like can be transmitted to a base station from a user equipment.



[0093] Resource allocation to a user equipment can have a range of a primary compo

nent carrier and a plurality of secondary component carriers. In a multi-carrier aggregation

mode, based on a system load (i.e., static/dynamic load balancing), a peak data rate or a ser¬

vice quality requirement, a system may be able to allocate secondary component carriers to

DL and/or UL asymmetrically. In using the carrier aggregation technology, the setting of the

component carriers may be provided to a user equipment by a base station after RRC connec¬

tion procedure. In this case, the RRC connection may mean that a radio resource is allocated to

a user equipment based on RRC signaling exchanged between an RRC layer of the user

equipment and a network via SRB. After completion of the RRC connection procedure be¬

tween the user equipment and the base station, the user equipment may be provided by the

base station with the setting information on the primary component carrier and the secondary

component carrier. The setting information on the secondary component carrier may include

addition/deletion (or activation/deactivation) of the secondary component carrier. Therefore,

in order to activate a secondary component carrier between a base station and a user equip¬

ment or deactivate a previous secondary component carrier, it may be necessary to perform an

exchange of RRC signaling and MAC control element.

[0094] The activation or deactivation of the secondary component carrier may be de

termined by a base station based on a quality of service (QoS), a load condition of carrier and

other factors. And, the base station may be able to instruct a user equipment of secondary

component carrier setting using a control message including such information as an indication

type (activation/deactivation) for DL/UL, a secondary component carrier list and the like.

[0095] Above mentioned before, the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message is used

to modify an RRC connection. If the UE have to add or modify one or more SCells, the

RRCConnectionReconfiguration message is used.

[0096] The RRCConnectionReconfiguration message further includes following in¬

formation.



[0097] <RRCConnectionReconfiguration>

RRCConnectionReconfiguration-vlb 0-IE3 ·:—-SEQUENCE {., j

- sCellToReleaseLi3t - 1 -» - -» - SCellToRelea3eList -rl - OPTIONAL, → — -Need-ON..

sCellToAddModList-rlO → -» -» -» SCellToAddHodList-rlO → → → OPTIONAL, → Need-OK.

→ nonCri icalEx en i n → → → → RRCConnectionReconf iguration-vll30-IEs-» OPTIONAL — -Need-
OP..

HRCCoraiactianReconf iguration-vll30 -IE9 ·: := -SEQUENCE -{.. ;

j -» -» ph sCe d-rl - Ph Cell d,. , j

-» di-CarrierFreq-rlO-* » -» - -» ARFCN-ValueEUTRA..

→ } → → → → → → → → → → → → → → → → OPTIONAL, → Cond-SCellAdd, '

→ radioResourceConfigCoinnonSCell-rlO-» RadioRes r eCo figC onSCe -r - OPTIONAL, → — -Cond-
SC l Add. I

I

- radi Res eConfigDedi a edSCe -r - RadioResourceConfigDedicaredSCell-rlO - OPTIONAL,
Cond-SCellAdd2.,

.-.·.· - "-. _ ,

[0098] The UE can add the SCell, corresponding to the cellldentification, in accord¬

ance with the received radioResourceConfigCommonSCell and

radioResourceConfigDedicatedSCell for each sCelllndex value included in the

sCellToAddModList that is not part of the current UE configuration (SCell addition). And the

UE can configure lower layers to consider the SCell to be in deactivated state.

[0099] The UE can modify the SCell configuration in accordance with the received

radioResourceConfigDedicatedSCell, for each sCelllndex value included in the

sCellToAddModList that is part of the current UE configuration (SCell modification).

[00100] FIG. 9 is a diagram for RRC connection reconfiguration operation.

[00101] When the UE received RRCConnectionReconfiguration message to modify an

RRC connection from E-UERAN (S901), the UE determined whether the UE is able to com¬

ply with configuration included in the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message or not (S903).



If the UE is able to comply with configuration included in the

RRCConnectionReconfiguration message, the UE consider that the

RRCConnectionReconfiguration message is valid and the UE configures with configuration

included in the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message (S905).

[00102] If the UE is not able to comply with configuration included in the

RRCConnectionReconfiguration message, the UE continues using the configuration used prior

to the reception of RRCConnectionReconfiguration message. And perform the actions upon

leaving RRC_CONNECTED with release cause other if security has not been activated (S909).

Or, the UE initiate the connection re-establishment procedure upon which the connection re-

configuration procedure ends (S9 11).

[00103] The UE shall only initiate the procedure when AS security has been activated.

The UE initiates the procedure when one of the following conditions is met: i) upon detecting

radio link failure, ii) upon handover failure, iii) upon mobility from E-UTRA failure, iv) upon

integrity check failure indication from lower layers; or v) upon an RRC connection reconfigu-

ration failure.

[00104] FIG. 10 is a conceptual diagram for dual connectivity between a Master Cell

Group (MCS) and a Secondary Cell Group (SCG).

[00105] The dual connectivity means that the UE can be connected to both a Master

eNode-B (MeNB) and a Secondary eNode-B (SeNB) at the same time. The MCG is a group

of serving cells associated with the MeNB, comprising of a PCell and optionally one or more

SCells. And the SCG is a group of serving cells associated with the SeNB, comprising of the

special SCell and optionally one or more SCells. The MeNB is an eNB which terminates at

least Sl-MME (SI for the control plane) and the SeNB is an eNB that is providing additional

radio resources for the UE but is not the MeNB.

[00106] The dual connectivity is a kind of carrier aggregation in that the UE is config¬

ured a plurality serving cells. However, unlike all serving cells supporting carrier aggregation



of FIG. 8 are served by a same eNB, all serving cells supporting dual connectivity of FIG. 10

are served by different eNBs, respectively at same time. The different eNBs are connected via

non-ideal backhaul interface because the UE is connected with the different eNBs at same

time.

[00107] With dual connectivity, some of the data radio bearers (DRBs) can be offloaded

to the SCG to provide high throughput while keeping scheduling radio bearers (SRBs) or other

DRBs in the MCG to reduce the handover possibility. The MCG is operated by the MeNB via

the frequency of f1, and the SCG is operated by the SeNB via the frequency of f2. The fre¬

quency f l and f2 may be equal. The backhaul interface (BH) between the MeNB and the

SeNB is non-ideal (e.g. X2 interface), which means that there is considerable delay in the

backhaul and therefore the centralized scheduling in one node is not possible.

[00108] FIG. 11a shows C-plane (Control Plane) connectivity of eNBs involved in dual

connectivity for a certain UE: The MeNB is C-plane connected to the MME via Sl-MME, the

MeNB and the SeNB are interconnected via X2-C (X2-Control plane). As FIG. 11a, Inter-

eNB control plane signaling for dual connectivity is performed by means of X2 interface sig¬

naling. Control plane signaling towards the MME is performed by means of S I interface sig

naling. There is only one Sl-MME connection per UE between the MeNB and the MME.

Each eNB should be able to handle UEs independently, i.e. provide the PCell to some UEs

while providing SCell(s) for SCG to others. Each eNB involved in dual connectivity for a cer-

tain UE owns its radio resources and is primarily responsible for allocating radio resources of

its cells, respective coordination between MeNB and SeNB is performed by means of X2 in

terface signaling.

[00109] Figure l i b shows U-plane connectivity of eNBs involved in dual connectivity

for a certain UE. U-plane connectivity depends on the bearer option configured: i) For MCG

bearers, the MeNB is U-plane connected to the S-GW via Sl-U, the SeNB is not involved in

the transport of user plane data, ii) For split bearers, the MeNB is U-plane connected to the S-



GW via Sl-U and in addition, the MeNB and the SeNB are interconnected via X2-U, and iii)

For SCG bearers, the SeNB is directly connected with the S-GW via Sl-U. If only MCG and

split bearers are configured, there is no Sl-U termination in the SeNB. In the dual connectivi

ty, enhancement of the small cell is required in order to data offloading from the group of

macro cells to the group of small cells. Since the small cells can be deployed apart from the

macro cells, multiple schedulers can be separately located in different nodes and operate inde¬

pendently from the UE point of view. This means that different scheduling node would en

counter different radio resource environment, and hence, each scheduling node may have dif¬

ferent scheduling results.

[00110] FIG. 12 is a conceptual diagram for radio protocol architecture for dual connec¬

tivity.

[00111] E-UTRAN of the present example can support dual connectivity operation

whereby a multiple receptions/transmissions(RX/TX) UE in RRC_CONNECTED is config¬

ured to utilize radio resources provided by two distinct schedulers, located in two eNBs (or

base stations) connected via a non-ideal backhaul over the X2 interface. The eNBs involved

in dual connectivity for a certain UE may assume two different roles: an eNB may either act as

the MeNB or as the SeNB. In dual connectivity, a UE can be connected to one MeNB and one

SeNB.

[00112] In the dual connectivity operation, the radio protocol architecture that a particu-

ar bearer uses depends on how the bearer is setup. Three alternatives exist, MCG bearer

(1201), split bearer (1203) and SCG bearer (1205). Those three alternatives are depicted on

FIG. 12. The SRBs (Signaling Radio Bearers) are always of the MCG bearer and therefore

only use the radio resources provided by the MeNB. The MCG bearer (1201) is a radio proto

col only located in the MeNB to use MeNB resources only in the dual connectivity. And the

SCG bearer (1205) is a radio protocol only located in the SeNB to use SeNB resources in the

dual connectivity.



[00113] Specially, the split bearer (1203) is a radio protocol located in both the MeNB

and the SeNB to use both MeNB and SeNB resources in the dual connectivity and the split

bearer (1203) may be a radio bearer comprising one Packet Data Convergence Protocol

(PDCP) entity, two Radio Link Control (RLC) entities and two Medium Access Control

(MAC) entities for one direction. Specially, the dual connectivity operation can also be de¬

scribed as having at least one bearer configured to use radio resources provided by the SeNB.

[00114] In Dual Connectivity, two MAC entities are configured in the UE: one for the

MCG and one for the SCG. Each MAC entity is configured by RRC with a serving cell sup¬

porting PUCCH transmission and contention based Random Access. The term SpCell refers

to such cell, whereas the term SCell refers to other serving cells. The term SpCell either refers

to the PCell of the MCG or the PSCell of the SCG depending on if the MAC entity is associat¬

ed to the MCG or the SCG, respectively. A Timing Advance Group containing the SpCell of

a MAC entity is referred to as pTAG, whereas the term sTAG refers to other TAGs.

[00115] The functions of the different MAC entities in the UE operate independently if

not otherwise indicated. The timers and paramenters used in each MAC entity are configured

independently if not otherwise indicated. The Serving Cells, C-RNTI, radio bearers, logical

channels, upper and lower layer entities, LCGs, and HARQ entities considered by each MAC

entity refer to those mapped to that MAC entity if not otherwise indicated

[00116] The TTI bundling, above mentioned before, is for the UE with limited uplink

transmission power to increase the uplink coverage, i.e., mainly for the UE near to the edge of

a cell. Carrier aggregation (CA) is for the UE to increase the throughput, i.e., typically for the

UE in good coverage of a cell. Consequently, it is not likely that TTI bundling and CA are

used at the same time. In addition, if TTI bundling is supported for multiple cells, HAR op¬

eration becomes complex because the SCells can be dynamically activated/deactivated.

Therefore, in the current MAC specification, it is said, TTI bundling is not supported when the

UE is configured with one or more SCells with configured uplink.



[00117] In dual connectivity, however, as the UE is connected to two different eNBs,

the UE can be in good coverage of the one cell, e.g., SCG SCell, while in the edge of other

cell, e.g., MCG PCell. Then, the UE would experience poor quality of services from the

MeNB. If the current MAC specification is simply extended into dual connectivity, TTI bun-

dling is not supported in dual connectivity because SCG SCell is SCells.

[00118] Without supporting TTI bundling, in order to increase the uplink coverage of

one cell, the UE can increase the transmission power for the data transmission to the corre¬

sponding eNB, but this approach might not be desirable or impossible for the UE with dual

connectivity because the UE should be able to communicate with multiple cells with limited

power. Alternatively, HARQ retransmission at MAC layer or re-segmentation at RLC layer

can be used, but it might not be preferred for the real time services due to delay.

[00119] Therefore, if the UE with dual connectivity falls into the bad coverage of one

eNB and wants real time services from the eNB, TTI bundling needs to be supported towards

the eNB in order to increase the uplink coverage of the cells under the eNB. Conventionally,

there is no mechanism that the UE uses TTI bundling for one cell when the UE is configured

with one or more SCells.

[00120] FIG. 13 is a conceptual diagram for configuring TTI bundling at a UE with

multiple carriers according to embodiments of the present invention.

[00121] In this invention, when the UE is configured with one or more cells with con-

figured uplink, the UE can support TTI bundling for a base station (BS) as long as there is on

ly one cell with configured uplink belonging to the BS.

[00122] The UE is connected to a first BS (S1301). The UE is configured with a first

cell with configured uplink belonging to the first BS. Also, the UE is configured with TTI

(Transmission Time Interval) bundling enabled for the first cell or the first BS (SI 303).

[00123] Preferably, the first cell can be either a PCell or an SCell. In dual connectivity,

the first BS and the second BS can be either the MeNB or the SeNB.



[00124] The UE receives a message to configure a second cell with configured uplink

belonging to a second BS (SI 305).

[00125] Preferably, the second cell can be an SCell.

[00126] Preferably, the message is an RRCConnectionReconfiguration message. The

RRCConnectionReconfiguration message is the command to modify an RRC connection. It

may convey information for measurement configuration, mobility control, radio resource con

figuration (including RBs, MAC main configuration and physical channel configuration) in

cluding any associated dedicated NAS information and security configuration. A signaling

radio bearer for which the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message is transmitted is SRB 1, a

logical channel is DCCH and direction of which the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message

is transmitted E-UTRAN to UE.

[00127] Preferably, the message can comprise a cell identifier and a BS identifier that

indicates to which BS the cell is belonging.

[00128] When the UE is configured with a first cell with configured uplink for a first

BS and TTI bundling is enabled for the first cell or the first BS, if the UE receives a message

from an BS that configures a second cell with configured uplink for a second BS, the UE UE

checks whether the first BS and the second BS are the same (SI 307).

[00129] If the first BS and the second BS are different, the UE considers that the con¬

figuration message is valid. The UE configures the second cell for the second BS and the UE

keeps using TTI bundling for the first BS (S1309).

[00130] If the first BS and the second BS are the same, two cases can be possible. If the

UE considers that the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message is invalid, the UE can initiate

RRC Connection Reconfiguration procedure and the UE informs the first BS of configuration

failure (SI 311). Because, if the UE is not able to comply with configuration included in the

RRCConnectionReconfiguration message, the UE initiate the connection re-establishment

procedure upon which the connection reconfiguration procedure ends.



[00131] If the UE considers that the configuration message is valid, the UE configures

the second cell for the first BS. And the UE autonomously disables TTI bundling for the first

BSand the UE informs the first eNB of disabling TTI bundling for the first BS (S1313).

[00132] FIG. 14 is a conceptual diagram for configuring TTI bundling at a UE with

multiple carriers according to embodiments of the present invention.

[00133] The UE is connected to both a first BS and a second BS (S1401). Of cause, the

first BS and the second BS can be same or different each other.

[00134] The UE is configured a first cell with configured uplink belonging to a first BS

and a second cell with configured uplink belonging to a second BS (S1403).

[00135] Preferably, the first cell can be either a PCell or an SCell and the second cell

can be an SCell. In dual connectivity, the first BS and the second BS can be either the MeNB

or the SeNB.

[00136] The UE receives a message configuring TTI(Transmission Time Interval) bun¬

dling for the first cell (S I405).

[00137] Preferably, the message is an RRCConnectionReconfiguration message. The

RRCConnectionReconfiguration message is the command to modify an RRC connection. It

may convey information for measurement configuration, mobility control, radio resource con¬

figuration (including RBs, MAC main configuration and physical channel configuration) in

cluding any associated dedicated NAS information and security configuration. A signaling

radio bearer for which the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message is transmitted is SRB , a

logical channel is DCCH and direction of which the RRCConnectionReconfiguration message

is transmitted E-UTRAN to UE.

[00138] Preferably, the message can comprise a cell identifier that indicates to which

cell configured with TTI bundling enabled or a BS identifier that indicates to with which BS

configured with TTI bundling enabled.



[00139] When the UE is configured with a first cell with configured uplink for a first

BS and TTI bundling is enabled for the first cell or the first BS, if the UE receives a message

from an BS that configures TTI bundling for the first cell, the UE checks whether the first BS

and the second BS are the same (S1407).

[00140] If the first BS and the second BS are different, the UE considers that the

RRCConnectionReconfiguration message is valid. The UE configures the TTI bundling for

the first cell in accordance with the message (SI 409).

[00141] If the first BS and the second BS are the same, the UE considers that the

RRCConnectionReconfiguration message is invalid, the UE can initiate RRC Connection Re¬

configuration procedure and the UE informs the first BS of configuration failure (S141 1). Be¬

cause, if the UE is not able to comply with configuration included in the

RRCConnectionReconfiguration message, the UE initiate the connection re-establishment

procedure upon which the connection reconfiguration procedure ends.

[00142] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications and var¬

iations can be made in the present invention without departing from the spirit or scope of the

invention. Thus, it is intended that the present invention cover the modifications and variations

of this invention provided they come within the scope of the appended claims and their equiv¬

alents.

[00143] The embodiments of the present invention described hereinbelow are combina¬

tions of elements and features of the present invention. The elements or features may be con¬

sidered selective unless otherwise mentioned. Each element or feature may be practiced with

out being combined with other elements or features. Further, an embodiment of the present

invention may be constructed by combining parts of the elements and/or features. Operation

orders described in embodiments of the present invention may be rearranged. Some construc¬

tions of any one embodiment may be included in another embodiment and may be replaced

with corresponding constructions of another embodiment. It is obvious to those skilled in the



art that claims that are not explicitly cited in each other in the appended claims may be pre

sented in combination as an embodiment of the present invention or included as a new claim

by subsequent amendment after the application is filed.

[00144] In the embodiments of the present invention, a specific operation described as

performed by the BS may be performed by an upper node of the BS. Namely, it is apparent

that, in a network comprised of a plurality of network nodes including a BS, various opera

tions performed for communication with an MS may be performed by the BS, or network

nodes other than the BS. The term 'eNB' may be replaced with the term 'fixed station', 'Node

B', 'Base Station (BS)', 'access point', etc.

[00145] The above-described embodiments may be implemented by various means, for

example, by hardware, firmware, software, or a combination thereof.

[00146] In a hardware configuration, the method according to the embodiments of the

present invention may be implemented by one or more Application Specific Integrated C ir

cuits (ASICs), Digital Signal Processors (DSPs), Digital Signal Processing Devices (DSPDs),

Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs), Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), processors,

controllers, microcontrollers, or microprocessors.

[00147] In a firmware or software configuration, the method according to the embodi

ments of the present invention may be implemented in the form of modules, procedures, func

tions, etc. performing the above-described functions or operations. Software code may be

stored in a memory unit and executed by a processor. The memory unit may be located at the

interior or exterior of the processor and may transmit and receive data to and from the proces¬

sor via various known means.

[00148] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the present invention may be carried

out in other specific ways than those set forth herein without departing from the spirit and es-

sential characteristics of the present invention. The above embodiments are therefore to be

construed in all aspects as illustrative and not restrictive. The scope of the invention should be



determined by the appended claims and their legal equivalents, not by the above description,

and all changes coming within the meaning and equivalency range of the appended claims are

intended to be embraced therein.

[Industrial Applicability]

[00149] While the above-described method has been described centering on an example

applied to the 3GPP LTE system, the present invention is applicable to a variety of wireless

communication systems in addition to the 3GPP LTE system.



[CLAIMS]

1. A method for a User Equipment (UE) operating in a wireless communication system,

the method comprising:

configuring a first cell with configured uplink belonging to a first base station (BS),

wherein the first cell is configured with TTI (Transmission Time Interval) bundling enabled;

receiving a message for configuring a second cell with configured uplink belonging to

a second BS; and

configuring the second cell in accordance with the message, keeping using TTI bun¬

dling for the first cell, if the first BS and the second BS are different.

2. The method according to claim 1, the method further comprising:

initiating a connection re-establishment procedure if the first BS and the second BS are

same; and

informing the first BS of configuration failure for the second cell regarding the mes-

sage.

3. The method according to claim 1, the method further comprising:

configuring the second cell in accordance with the message, if the first BS and the se¬

cond BS are same,

releasing configuration of the TTI bundling for the first cell; and

informing the first BS of disabling the TTI bundling for the first cell.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the message comprises a cell identifier

and a BS identifier that indicates to which BS the cell is belonging.



5. A method for a User Equipment (UE) operating in a wireless communication system,

the method comprising:

configuring a first cell with configured uplink belonging to a first base station (BS) and

a second cell with configured uplink belonging to a second BS;

receiving a message for configuring TTI(Transmission Time Interval) bundling for the

first cell; and

configuring the TTI bundling for the first cell in accordance with the message, if the

first BS and the second BS are different.

6. The method according to claim 5, the method further comprising:

initiating a connection re-establishment procedure if the first BS and the second BS are

same.

7. The method according to claim 5, the method further comprising:

informing the first BS of configuration failure for the TTI bundling for the first cell re

garding the message.

8. The method according to claim 5, wherein the message comprises a cell identifier

and a BS identifier that indicates to which BS the cell is belonging.

9. A UE (User Equipment) for operating in a wireless communication system, the UE

comprising:

an RF (Radio Frequency) module; and

a processor configured to control the RF module,

wherein the processor is configured to configure a first cell with configured uplink be

longing to a first base station (BS), wherein the first cell is configured with TTI (Transmission



Time Interval) bundling enabled, to receive a message for configuring a second cell with con¬

figured uplink belonging to a second BS, and to configure the second cell in accordance with

the message, keeping using TTI bundling for the first cell, if the first BS and the second BS

are different.

10. The UE according to claim 9, wherein the processor is further configured to initiate

a connection re-establishment procedure if the first BS and the second BS are same; and to

inform the first BS of configuration failure for the second cell regarding the message.

11. The UE according to claim 9, wherein the processor is further configured to con¬

figure the second cell in accordance with the message, if the first BS and the second BS are

same, to release configuration of the TTI bundling for the first cell, and to inform the first BS

of disabling the TTI bundling for the first cell.

12. The UE according to claim 9, wherein the message comprises a cell identifier and a

BS identifier that indicates to which BS the cell is belonging.

13. A UE (User Equipment) for operating in a wireless communication system, the UE

comprising:

an RF (Radio Frequency) module; and

a processor configured to control the RF module,

wherein the processor is configured to configure a first cell with configured uplink be¬

longing to a first base station (BS) and a second cell with configured uplink belonging to a se

cond BS, to receiving a message for configuring TTI (Transmission Time Interval) bundling

for the first cell, and to configure the TTI bundling for the first cell in accordance with the

message, if the first BS and the second BS are different.



14. The UE according to claim 13, wherein the processor is further configured to initi¬

ate a connection re-establishment procedure if the first BS and the second BS are same.

15. The UE according to claim 13, wherein the processor is further configured to in¬

form the first BS of configuration failure for the TTI bundling for the first cell regarding the

message.

16. The UE according to claim 13, wherein the message comprises a cell identifier and

a BS identifier that indicates to which BS the cell is belonging.
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